A video coding method is proposed which is based upon fractal block coding. The method utilizes a novel three-dimensional partitioning of input frames for which a number of efficient block-matching search methods can be used, and permits spatio-temporal splitting of the input blocks to improve overall-encoding quality. After describing the basic fractal block coding algorithm, the details of the proposed three-dimensional algorithm are presented along with encoding and decoding results from two standard video test sequences, representative of videoconferencing data. These results indicate that average compression rates ranging from 40 to 77 can be obtained with subjective reconstruction quality of video-conferencing quality. The results also indicate that, in order to meet the compression rates required for very low bit rate coding, it is necessary to employ additional techniques such as entropy encoding of the fractal transformation coefficients.
I. Introduction
Fractal block coders (FBCs) have recently received considerable attention in the context of image coding [1] - [17] . FBC algorithms, which rely upon the theory of iterated contractive transformations [1] , yield high compression ratios and can be used to provide simulated detail at resolutions higher than that of the original image [2] . Although the theory underlying the FBC algorithm is independent of the number of dimensions of the input signal, there are practical considerations which differ when encoding signals of different dimension. In this contribution, a three-dimensional (3-D) fractal block coding algorithm suitable for coding digital video signals is introduced. Unlike the intra-frame video coder presented in [3] , the proposed method is based upon encoding three-dimensional (3-D) data blocks and is thus a true inter-frame coder.
One aspect of the 2-D FBC algorithm is the large associated encoding time, due predominately to an extensive matching search performed for each block of the input signal. For image encoding, several authors have presented methods to reduce encoding times [7] - [14] . In order to provide an efficient mechanism for 3-D block matching, a novel partitioning scheme of the input data frames is introduced for which several efficient search methods can be used.
Specifically, target blocks of the matching process, called range blocks, are selected from RFrames, which are consecutive, temporally non-overlapping groups of input frames. The source blocks for the matching process, called domain blocks, are selected from D-Frames, which are consecutive groups of possibly overlapping input frames. This paper is organized as follows: in Section II a brief review of the basic fractal block coding algorithm and some of the associated theoretical background is presented; in Section III, the various extensions and methods used in applying the FBC algorithm to the coding of digital video signals is introduced; test results, computation of compression rates, computational considerations, and possible extensions to the proposed algorithm are presented in Section IV; finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V. Version 1.1
II. Review of Fractal Block Coding
Much of the seminal work on fractal block coders has been published by A. Jacquin [5] and M. F. Barnsley, et . al., [1] - [4] . Although several variations and improvements have been subsequently proposed to their methods [7] - [14] , most FBC type algorithms share similar characteristics. In this section, the basic FBC algorithm for m-dimensional (m-D) signals is described, and these common characteristics are highlighted. We begin by briefly reviewing some of the necessary theory from metric spaces which may be found, in greater detail, in [1] [2] [5] .
A. Relevant properties of metric spaces
Consider the complete metric space, , where is the space of discrete domain 
where ( , ), and , , represent the signal sample values at the location specified by the m-tuple .
For the space , the mapping, is said to be contractive [1] if and only if , , .
If is a complete metric space, then Banach's fixed point theorem [1] ensures that each contractive mapping in has associated with it a unique fixed point (attractor), , such that .
Moreover, if is contractive then may be iteratively applied to any point, , yielding, in the limit, the fixed point (also known as the attractor) of [1] ; that is, where "°" represents function composition.
B. Domain and range block mapping
The underlying principle of fractal coding algorithms can be understood in terms of equation (4) . Given an input signal, , the goal of the fractal coder is to find a contractive transformation, , for which is sufficiently close to the fixed point of . If such a can be found, then can be used as the code for . Decoding consists of starting with an arbitrary starting signal, , and iteratively applying until the fixed point is reached.
Rather than attempt to find a contractive transformation which acts upon the entire signal , as in the original IFS system proposed by Barnsley in [1] , fractal block coders partition the input signal into range blocks, , each of which gets encoded by a single transformation, . The source of each range block transformation is a domain block, , taken from the same signal. This block-wise "self-transformability" results in the original signal being encoded in terms of itself; it is for this reason that the term "fractal" is used [5] . Some authors, however, prefer to think of this coding method as "attractor" based [10] .
The non-overlapping partition of the input signal, , called the range pool, , is formed from the input signal as follows
where the size of each range block is given by , represents the space of discrete range blocks of size , and where represents the restriction of the input signal to the i th range block. The domain pool, , which serves as the basis for coding the range blocks, is comprised of partitioning the input signal into a set of possibly overlapping blocks of size ,
where is the space of discrete domain blocks of size , with (typically)
.
The mapping for the i th range block, , consists of a contrast scaling, , offset , pixel 1 shuffling (isometry) , and m-D "spatial" contraction, ,
operations [5] . The result of applying this mapping is an approximation to the i th range block, , which we write as follows: ,
where is a domain block selection function, which associates the i th range block with a domain block from , and is an isometry selection function, which maps the i th range block to one of a set of possible isometry operations.
In addition to the range block mapping described by (7), several other functions and mappings have been proposed in the literature [10] [11] [14] . In this contribution, our attention is restricted to the range block mapping given in (7), which is based on Jacquin's work. Other proposed mappings can, in most cases, easily be accommodated within the video coding framework developed herein.
C. Domain Block Searching and Multi-level Partitioning within Fractal Block Coders
The FBC encoding process consists of determining, for all range blocks, the mapping parameters in (7) such that the distance between each range block and its approximation, , is minimized. The set of resulting transformations, , is then used as the resulting code for the signal. Entropy encoding can be used to further compress the transformations [2] .
Typically, the Euclidean metric described in equation (1) is used for the distance function, , in which case there exists a closed form expression for evaluating and for a given , , and [15] . Since the spatial contraction operator is independent of the range block (it is fixed throughout encoding/decoding), the FBC encoding process requires that and be computed for candidate values of and , with those parameters resulting in the minimum approximation error selected for the final code, .
1. We take the liberty to use the term "pixel" to refer to the real-valued elements within each range and domain block, regardless of the dimension of the block.
It is the search over possible and which results in the large encoding times associated with the FBC algorithm. Several authors have proposed various approaches to reduce this search space. These methods include the use of a small image-independent set of domain blocks along with image dependent blocks [11] , orthogonalizing the space spanned by the domain blocks [10] , searching only domain blocks which originate from the area near the range block [12] , the use of multiresolution information to constrain the domain block search and searching randomly selected areas of domain pool [7] . 
D. Contractivity considerations
Given the transform for each range block, , we may write the transform for the entire signal, , as , .
If is contractive, then (4) can be used to perform the decoding operation. Specifically, the signal may be decoded by iteratively applying to any point , where the n th iterate is given by
The fixed point of , , will be the decoded signal. For the encoding of images ( ), the number of iterations required for convergence of (10) is small (we have found that, in practice, can be used as an approximation of with little error).
It is important to understand the range of parameter values in (7) such that is sufficiently contractive for convergence of the decoding algorithm. Viewed strictly at a block level, it is necessary that in order for the corresponding to be contractive (using the Euclidean metric). In practice, however, this condition has been found to be unnecessarily restrictive [8] [16] [17] . This is due to the fact that each is dependent upon other which have been applied at previous decoding iterations. Thus, even if there are some for which , their behaviour may be dominated by other which are sufficiently contractive to allow the entire signal transform, , to be contractive and hence for decoding to converge. A transformation, , for which this is case is known as an eventually contractive mapping [10] [17] [18] .
It is also interesting to note that, in order to be contractive under the Euclidean distance metric, it is not strictly necessary that (7) contain the m-D spatial contraction operator,
. This is a result of the metric (1) being defined only over pixel values and not upon any "spatial" properties of the domain block. It is, therefore, possible that the domain blocks and range blocks be of the same size. The principal motivation for using the operator, ,
however, is to propagate signal detail from one scale to another. A more detailed discussion of this issue can be found in [15] .
III. Three Dimensional Fractal Block Coding
In this section, a three-dimensional (3-D) FBC algorithm suitable for the encoding and decoding of digital video signals is described. Rather than apply the 2-D FBC algorithm on an intra-frame basis [3] , the proposed coder uses 3-D range and domain blocks. In order to simplify the number of possible 3-D operations, we adopt the philosophy that spatial and temporal operations be distinct. In other words, operations on domain and range blocks are applied first to the pixels within each frame of the block, then upon the frames themselves.
A. Partitioning the input signal into R-Frames and D-Frames
One of the principal differences between 2-D and 3-D FBC coding is the fact that 2-D signals (images) are naturally bounded in all dimensions, whereas video signals are naturally bounded in only two (spatial) dimensions and can be considered, for practical purposes, infinite in the third (temporal) dimension. It is therefore important that any video block coding scheme contain a method of temporal partitioning. For example, in the recently proposed MPEG-1 video coding scheme, it has been suggested that, for a large class of video sequences, the difference between interpolated frames (I-Frames) (from which predicted frames are derived) should be about 10 frames [19] .
For the proposed 3-D FBC algorithm, we permit the original size of range blocks and domain blocks to be and , respectively, where , are spatial scaling values, and is a temporal scaling value. Range blocks are selected from R-Frames, which are consecutive, non-overlapping groups of input frames. The length of each R-Frame is restricted so that an integer number of range blocks temporally fit in the R-Frame; that is, each within an R-Frame are relative to the last frame (which is also the last frame of the corresponding D-Frame), and increase along the negative temporal axis.
Using parameter values , , , , be mapped from a domain block which is outside of its corresponding R-Frame. An advantage of this approach is that, for such range blocks, a single iteration can be used for decoding. Note that, for these parameters, the fractal code is no longer self-similar at the R-Frame level, although it is self-similar when viewed at the signal level. The disadvantage to this parameter selection is that the domain block search space is large, and thus encoding time is increased and the compression rate decreased when compared to parameters yielding a smaller D-Frame.
B. Range block mapping
As stated earlier, we adopt the form of range block mapping as given in equation (7) . In this section, the various mapping parameters used for the proposed 3-D FBC are described.
Spatial Scaling Function
For simplicity, pixel averaging over pixels is used for "spatial" contraction operator . If the pixel value at location within a block is denoted by , then can be written as , isometries to a reasonable value (and in keeping with the philosophy adopted earlier), isometries are restricted to operate on either an intra-frame basis, where the pixels within frames are shuffled, or on an inter-frame basis, where the order of the frames themselves are shuffled. We can therefore express the isometry operation, , in (7) as a combination of two isometries,
, where and represent the inter-frame and intraframe shuffling isometries, respectively.
The intra-frame isometries that we use, eight in total, are the same as those described by Jacquin in [5] , while only two inter-frame isometries are used: an identity operation, in which the frame ordering remains unaltered, and a time-reverse operation, in which the order of the frames is reversed. Using these isometries, one bit is therefore required to identify , and three bits are required to identify .
Domain block search method
The speed of the encoding algorithm is basically limited by the determination of the domain block matching function, . For 3-D coding, the number of possible blocks within the search space (i.e. the D-Frame) makes a full search of the space prohibitive. Thus, an efficient search strategy must be used.
As stated earlier, a number of search strategies have been proposed for use in the 2-D FBC algorithm. In this contribution, we restrict our attention to using the 3-D extension of the local search, in which domain blocks originating "near" to the range block being encoded are considered as possible candidates for [12] . Specifically, if the address of the range block within the D-Frame is , then only domain blocks whose addresses are given by
are searched 1 . The values are search step-sizes, while the values determine the size of the search region. Note that, since and are fixed for all R-Frames, this scheme has the advantage that only the values of are required to address a domain block, with each using bits to encode ( indicates the smallest integer no larger than ).
Spatio-Temporal Range Block Splitting
As mentioned earlier, a quad-tree approach is often used to split range blocks when encoding errors are too high. In addition to using 3-D quad-tree partitioning, known as oct-tree partitioning, we introduce a novel method known herein as spatio-temporal partitioning. In spatiotemporal partitioning a range block is split either spatially, by 4, or temporally, by 2, depending upon the distribution of errors within the original range block and upon the overall encoding error.
A flowchart description of the spatio-temporal partitioning algorithm is given in Figure 2 , and is described below.
If the overall block encoding error, , is beyond the threshold, , and the errors are distributed evenly throughout the frames of the range block, then the block is split spatially into four blocks whose depths remain unchanged. On the other hand, if the encoding error for the block exceeds the threshold and the errors are distributed unevenly within the blocks' frames, the block is split temporally into two range blocks which have the same spatial size but which are half the depth of the original block.
The error between the maximum and minimum frame encoding errors, normalized by the maximum frame encoding error, is used as an indication of the error distribution within a range block. The frame encoding errors are determined by computing the distance between each frame from the encoded block, , and the original frames from the block . If the normalized difference between the maximum and minimum of these distances is beyond a threshold value , the error 1. Clearly, equation (12) will yield some invalid search addresses for those range blocks near the boundaries of the R-Frame. In such cases, no alternate test is used during searching, thus limiting the domain pool for boundary blocks. distribution is deemed to be "uneven", otherwise, the errors are assumed to be distributed evenly throughout the block.
When using spatio-temporal partitioning, we denote the maximum number of spatial splits a block may undergo by , and the maximum number of temporal splits a block may undergo by . Therefore, assuming that a predetermined ordering of range blocks is used when storing the transformations for an R-Frame, each range block requires bits to encode its partition level. (This number can be reduced by using a more sophisticated range block ordering scheme. We do consider this possibility here.) For 3-D oct-tree partitioning, each block requires bits to encode the partition level.
C. Algorithm Pseudo-Code
Using the above mapping parameters and range block partitioning method, a pseudo-code description of the proposed 3-D fractal block coding algorithm is given below. Frame are required. If the D-Frame parameters are such that the D-Frame contains data outside of the corresponding R-Frame, as in the example presented earlier, this data will also be required during decoding (but will not be iterated since it is outside the R-Frame). As stated earlier, range blocks whose corresponding domain block is completely contained in such an area, can be decoded in a single iteration.
Similar to all FBC decoding schemes, the number of decoding iterations is dependent upon how close the initial values of the R-Frame are to the fixed point of its transformation. In 2-D (image) coding, it is typical to start with a zero valued (all black) image as the initial point for decoding. However, in 3-D coding, the fact that there is often little change over several frames (particularly in video conferencing applications) can be used to advantage. In the intra-frame coder proposed in [3] , the previously decoded frame is used as the starting point for the next frame to be decoded. We adopt a similar approach; specifically, the first decoding iteration for is the same as the final iteration for . Results from varying the number of decoding iterations using this type of R-Frame preloading, are given in Section IV.
IV. Results and Discussion
In this section, results are presented from the encoding of two "standard" video sequences, representative of video conferencing data (i.e. the sequences do not contain significant camera movement such as panning and zooming). We begin by presenting how the compression rate of the proposed algorithm is computed, followed by example parameter values and associated encoding results.
A. Computation of the compression rate
One of the advantages of the FBC decoding algorithm is that it is possible (due to the spatial contraction operation ) to create simulated detail at a higher resolution than of the input data. It has been claimed that creating such detail increases the "effective" compression rate of the FBC algorithm [2] [16]. We consider any additional detail created at resolutions higher than that of the original image to be "interpolated" data, which, for the purposes of this paper, are not Using spatio-temporal partitioning and the parameter values from the previous section, the number of bits, , required to encode the transformation for each range block is given by
where and represent the number of bits required to store the scaling and offset values, respectively, and represents the number of bits required to identify the inter-frame and intraframe isometries. For the isometries used herein, and described earlier, . Using the oct-tree partitioning method, is given by .
(14)
If the number of range blocks required to encode is denoted by , the number of bits needed to encode can be expressed by ,
while the number of bits-per-pixel (bpp) for is given by ,
where and denote the number of width and height of the input frames, respectively. Note that is constant valued for each group of frames (corresponding to the length of each R-Frame). The compression rate within each R-Frame can found by dividing the number of bits originally used to represent each pixel by .
B. Coding Results
The first 144 frames, of size pixels, from the standard "Salesman" and "Miss America" 8-bit greyscale video sequences have been encoded using the proposed 3-D FBC algorithm using three sets of encoding parameters, referred to as "Test 1", "Test 2", and "Test 3".
The parameter values corresponding to these test modes are provided in Table 1 . In "Test 1" and "Test 3", spatio-temporal range block splitting has been used, with "Test 3" employing a more restrictive domain block search-space than "Test 1". In "Test 2", similar parameters to "Test 1"
have been used but with range block splitting performed using the oct-tree method. We make no claim as to any optimal nature of these coefficients; our experience has shown that the parameters leading to the best compression and highest quality reconstruction are dependent upon the nature of the video sequence being encoded.
Decoded frames 107 -109 from the "Salesman" "Test 1" sequence, and decoded frames 75 -77 from the "Miss America" "Test 1" sequence are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , respectively. Detailed sections of Frame 107 from the "Salesman" "Test 1" sequence, and of Frame 75 from the "Miss America" "Test 1" sequence are shown in Figure 5 . Six iterations of the decoding algorithm have been used in both cases, with the initial values of the R-Frames preloaded with the results from the previous R-Frame's decoding sequence, as described earlier.
The initial pixel values for have been set to zero (i.e. "all black").
The compression rates and the peak-to-peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) are shown in Figure 6 . The PSNR between two signals, , and has been computed using
where represents the mean squared between the signals and . The effects of varying the number of decoding iterations upon the PSNR of the "Salesman" "Test 1" sequence, while still using an R-Frame preloading scheme, is shown in Figure 7 .
From the results shown in Figures 3 -5 , it is clear that, although there are noticeable artifacts present in the "Test 1" decoded frames, the subjective quality of reconstruction is sufficient for many video-coding applications, including video-conferencing. When the
corresponding sequences are played back at video rates, these artifacts manifest themselves as irregular or jerky motion and are most noticeable in those frames which contain significant object motion. The corresponding results for the "Test 2" sequences also contain these motion artifacts.
However, in the "Test 2" sequences, these artifacts are more noticeable and consequently more perceptually annoying. The results for the "Test 3" sequences are similar to the "Test 1"
sequences, but contain somewhat more noticeable blocking. In addition, the "Test 3" sequence of "Salesman" occasionally contains areas which have "saturated"; that is, which are all white. We conjecture that the reduced search space used for the "Test 3" sequences results in some domain block mappings which are not eventually contractive and hence causes this saturation artifact.
The compression rates, shown in Figure 6 , clearly demonstrate the effects of the multilevel partitioning, as indicated by the different compression rates obtained for various R-Frames.
Therefore, because the bit-rate is related to the compression rate, a buffered decoder would be required for fixed-bandwidth applications of this algorithm.
The effect of varying the number of decoding iterations upon the PSNR of a reconstructed sequence, as shown in Figure 7 , illustrates two points. The first, is that increasing the number of decoding iterations past five or six iterations yields little increase in the overall PSNR of the 
C. Computational considerations
In this section, the computational cost of encoding a typical R-Frame is investigated. Note that these results reflect the local domain block search method that is used.
For a range block having a total number of pixels , there are approximately additions and multiplications required to evaluate , , and for each tested spatially contracted domain block. In order to obtain a spatially contracted domain block, , equation (11) is applied to times, which introduces an additional additions and multiplications (we assume that the division operation in (11) is computationally equivalent to a multiplication). For the values of used herein, this yields a total of additions and multiplication operations. Finally, since we use a total of sixteen isometry operations, each domain block tested as a possible candidate for requires a total of additions and multiplications.
In Table 2 , encoding results for R-Frame(0) using all three test modes are summarized for the "Miss America" sequence. Included in Table 2 are the number of range blocks tested and accepted at each partition level, the total number of domain blocks tested as candidates for at each partition level, and the total number of arithmetic operations required to encode the
R-Frame.
The results from Table 2 reflect several factors about the proposed 3-D FBC algorithm and the various test modes used. First, the oct-tree range block splitting algorithm ("Test 2") requires slightly fewer arithmetic operations and yields higher compression that corresponding spatiotemporal algorithm ("Test 1"). However, the cost of this higher compression is lower reconstruction quality, both in terms of PSNR and subjective quality. Next, and as expected, the number of arithmetic operations from the "Test 3" sequence, which yield a reduced domain block search space, are fewer than for either the "Test 1" or "Test 2" sequences. It is interesting to note that the reconstruction quality of the "Test 3" sequence is only slightly lower than for the "Test 1"
sequence, but higher than for the "Test 2" sequence. Finally, it is clear from Table 2 that the FBC encoding algorithm is computationally intensive. (For example, the average number of additions
and multiplications per pixel for the "Test 3" sequence are 924 and 420, respectively.) Clearly, in order to use FBC for real-time systems, a more efficient domain block search strategy is required.
The computational cost of decompression is primarily dependent upon the number of decoding iterations used. For the parameters selected herein, it can be shown that each pixel requires 5 additions and 2 multiplications per iteration. Assuming six decoding iterations are sufficient, it is clear that decoding can be performed considerably faster than encoding and that real-time decompression is possible.
D. Recommendations for improving the algorithm performance
For the "Test 1" "Salesman" and "Miss America" sequences, the average compression rates are 41.80 and 74.39, respectively. Assuming a frame rate of thirty frames per second, that an average compression rate of 40 is possible for typical video sequences (using a buffered decoder),
and that the compression can be performed in real-time, the number of 8-bit (grey-level) pixels which can be transmitted at 64 kbits/second is , which is roughly equivalent to a frame size of pixels. For very low-bit rate applications, it is therefore advantageous to further increase the compression achieved by the proposed 3-D FBC algorithm.
Two principal ways in which this can be achieved are by entropy encoding the transformations for each R-Frame and by using "carry forward" or "constant" blocks [3] . By entropy encoding the FBC coefficients for each R-Frame, any structure (that is, correlation) inherent within the transformations can be removed, resulting in a lower bit-rate or higher compression rate. (We have observed that the parameter values within R-Frame transformations do exhibit some structure, particularly with respect to the inter-frame isometry operations).
Constant blocks can be further used to represent those range blocks within an R-Frame which do not change significantly through time. In other words, if there are a set of range blocks representing a constant background over several frames, only the transformation for one of the corresponding range blocks would be required with the other range blocks using the same code. 
V. Conclusion
In this paper, the basic fractal block coding algorithm has been reviewed. A novel threedimensional fractal block coding algorithm has been proposed in which the input video stream is partitioned into R-Frames, from which range blocks are obtained, and D-Frames, from which the associated domain blocks are selected. This method of partitioning permits domain block search methods, developed for image encoding, to be used in three-dimensional fractal coding. The proposed method utilizes three-dimensional range and domain blocks, which allows for higher compression than frame by frame video compression. In addition, a novel spatio-temporal range block splitting mechanism is described in which the decision to split a range block is based upon the overall encoding error as well as the distribution of errors within the approximated block.
After presenting the details of the proposed algorithm, encoding and decoding results, 
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